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Hypeloot 


	Earn up to $12000 USDT Daily
	Join 170.000+ Users
	First-Ever AI Gaming Platform
	Live since 2022
	Start instantly
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SirWin 


	Welcome Offer: 550% Up to 1500$ + $400 FreeChip
	Welcome Offer Mega pack: 600% Up to 4250$ + 250$ FreeChip
	%100 500$ Slot Bonus
	%100 500$ Sport Bonus
	%15 Casino Cashback
	%20 Sport Deposit Bonus
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BitStarz 


	Award-Winning Crypto Casino
	Get 5 BTC + 200 Free Spins
	Record Win - $2.4 Million!
	4500+ Top-quality games
	Get your winnings in minutes
	Join & Win today!
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Web3 Foundation 


Web3 refers to the next generation of the internet that emphasizes decentralized systems and tokenized economies. 



Read more →






Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) 


The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is a runtime environment that allows for the execution of smart contracts written in Ethereum's... 



Read more →






Pre-mine in Cryptocurrency 


Pre-mining is when a crypto project mints token before it is opened to the broader public. 



Read more →






Hyperledger in Blockchain 


Hyperledger is an open source collaborative effort created to advance cross-industry blockchain technologies. 



Read more →
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Last week, a jury in New York declared Terraform Labs and its founder Do Kwon guilty of fraud charges. The meme coin narrative garnered attention, and Ripple looked to launch a USD-backed stablecoin. Here's our weekly recap. 
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Programmable cryptography offers the opportunity to break down barriers and usher in a new era of modern encryption that’s more accessible and ripe for future development 
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Hong Kong's ZA Bank revealed plans to provide specialized banking services for stablecoin issuers, a strategy it expects to boost local web3 adoption. 
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KangaMoon (KANG) is now in stage 5 of the presale, ready to continue its bullish journey as one of the meme titans#sponsored 
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SkyBridge Capital founder Anthony Scaramucci pointed out that Bitcoin ETFs reached over $10b in cumulative inflow within 3 months, a feat that took Gold ETFs a year to achieve. 
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Anza Network is set to roll out updates next week to fix the recent congestion issues on the Solana blockchain, which have been traced back to its validator client, Agave. 
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BlackRock has added four more Wall Street firms as authorized participants (APs) for its spot Bitcoin ETF. 
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The Brooklyn DA Office, led by Eric Gonzalez, has dismantled a sophisticated cryptocurrency scam that duped individuals across the U.S. out of millions. 
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Zimbabwe has taken a significant step in addressing its ongoing currency challenges by introducing a new foreign exchange and gold-backed "structured currency."  
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Troubled crypto lending firm Genesis has reportedly bought $2.1 billion worth of Bitcoin (BTC) after selling off approximately 36 million shares of the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC). 
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Pantera Capital's Liquid Token Fund, with assets totaling around $300 million, reported a 66% gain in the first quarter. 
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If this article makes you realize you forgot to report your crypto gains in past years, consider amending it to fix it. Don’t wait for the IRS to find you. 
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Bitcoin ETFs net $203m daily inflows, anticipation builds for halving 





Spot Bitcoin ETFs, or exchange-traded funds, witnessed a net inflow of $203 million on Friday, April 6, continuing a trend for the fourth straight day. 
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Institutions have forced crypto to grow up, and that’s a good thing | Opinion 





Blockchain grants the potential for traditional institutions to realize products and financial services through a new lens—and even extend its usability beyond the financial realm. 
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Jury finds Terraform Labs, Do Kwon guilty on fraud charges  





A New York jury has found Terraform Labs and its Co-Founder, Do Kwon, guilty of deceiving investors about UST's stability. 
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Analysts predict MicroStrategy’s stock to rise 16%  





Analysts see potential for further growth in MicroStrategy Inc.'s shares following its Bitcoin acquisitions throughout the bull market.  
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CFPB stresses risks in crypto-focused gaming, virtual worlds 





In a recent release, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau warned about the emerging risks associated with crypto-focused gaming. 
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Ethena’s USDe stablecoin rockets past $2b supply 





Ethena Labs’ synthetic dollar has surged to a $2 billion market cap less than two months after the protocol released its product on Ethereum’s public mainnet.  
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Crypto Koryo: Startup investments surge by 38% in Q1 





The volume of venture investments in the crypto industry reached $2 billion in the first quarter of this year. 
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Miner earns 6.36 BTC on 1 block of Bitcoin as halving approaches 





A solo miner mined a single block of Bitcoin and earned 6.36 BTC before the impending halving. 
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Binance’s web3 wallet adds support for 35 new dApps  





Binance recently completed integrating 35 new decentralized applications into its web3 wallet. 
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FTX estate sold $1.9b Solana at discount price 





While FTX creditors decried unfair bankruptcy proceedings and decisions, the defunct crypto business offloaded a trove of Solana tokens at a massive discount. 
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Toncoin enters top 10 crypto by market capitalization, overtakes Avalanche 





Toncoin, The Open Network's native cryptocurrency token, has once again entered the list of the 10 most significant coins by market cap. 
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Pullix attracts Solana investors with utility-driven model 





Investors are pivoting from Solana-based memecoins to more substantial projects like Pullix, a utility platform that merges the functionalities of centralized and decentralized exchanges. #sponsored 
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Pendle price rises, announces new liquid restaking tokens on Arbitrum 





Pendle revealed the introduction of two new Liquid Restaking Tokens on the Arbitrum network has boosted PENDLE's price. 
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Binance tightens KYC standards for corporate clients 





Cryptocurrency exchange Binance is tightening its KYC requirements for business clients. 
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crypto.news is a leading name in the cryptocurrency news space, providing the latest and most relevant updates on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Ripple ecosystems. Setting the industry standard in journalism, crypto.news covers a wide array of topics ranging from Bitcoin, Ethereum, altcoins, regulations, NFTs, DeFi, Metaverse, and blockchain technology. Our reporters and technical analysts are always striving to not only be the earliest but also the most accurate to offer the latest developments in the crypto industry to our readers across the globe as we keep a close eye on all the price action in the industry, including Bitcoin price and Ethereum price. crypto.news also offers an opportunity to earn free Bitcoin through a range of Bitcoin faucets. To stay updated with the latest in Bitcoin News, Ethereum News, Ripple News, and all other developments in the digital assets industry, follow crypto.news.
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